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ABSTRACT
The European Space Agency ExoMars 2016 mission
required a gimbaled High Gain Antenna (HGA) for
orbiter-to-earth communications. The ExoMars Program
is a cooperative program between ESA and
ROSCOSMOS with participation of NASA. The
ExoMars Program industrial consortium is led by
THALES ALENIA SPACE.
This paper presents the design and qualification test
results of the Antenna Pointing Mechanism (APM) used
to point the HGA towards Earth. This electrically
redundant APM includes motors, drive trains, optical
encoders, cable cassette and RF Rotary Joints.
Furthermore, the paper describes the design,
development and the qualification approach applied to
this APM. The design challenges include a wide
pointing domain necessary to maximise the
communication duty cycle during the early operation
phase, the interplanetary cruise phase and during the
mission’s orbital science phase. Other design drivers are
an extended rotation cycle life with very low backlash
yielding little wear and accurate position feedback on
both axes. Major challenges and related areas of
development include:
•

•

•

•
•

Large moments are induced on the APM due to
aerobraking forces when the Mars atmosphere is
used to slow the orbiter into its science mission
orbit,
Thermal control of the critical components of the
APM due to the different environments of the
various phases of the mission. Also, the large travel
range of the actuators complicated the radiator
design in order to maintain clearances and to avoid
overheating.
The APM, with a mass less than 17.5 kg, is exposed
to a demanding dynamic environment due to its
mounting on the spacecraft thrust tube and
aggravated by its elevated location on the payload.
Power and Data transmission between elevation and
azimuth axes through a compact large rotation range
spiral type cable cassette.
Integration of a 16 bit redundant encoder on both

•

axes for position feedback: Each encoder is installed
on the back of a rotary actuator and is coupled using
the actuator’s auxiliary shaft through a tuned
stiffness flex coupling.
Restriction for Electrical Power to Rotary Actuator:
Each actuator is powered with less than 7 Watts. The
maximum speed of the system is 0.5 deg/sec and it
provides the required margin as per ECSS
Requirements.

The qualification tests, which have been performed
successfully in 2014, have shown that the chosen
solution is suitable for the ExoMars mission. The
environment testing (vibration, shock, TVAC) and its
life test over 120 days in TVAC were especially
stringent. The new design passed the required 5.9 M
output degrees of rotation without noticeable
functionality degradation on components. The actuator
drive axis stiffness shows a decrease after its life (≈-40
%), but the results were expected and within ExoMars
requirements.
The paper will present many lessons learned such as
MGSE difficulties during the qualification test
campaign, design choices to minimize the mechanism
overall volume, packaging of different components and
selection of the sine/cosine command profile to achieve
a greater life on the mechanism
As of July 2015, the High Gain Antenna Assembly
(HGA-A) has been integrated to the spacecraft for S/C
level testing, and RF, Shock, Vibration, and EMC
testing was successfully conducted.
The ExoMars TGO High Gain Antenna Assembly
Contract was carried out under a program of and funded
by the European Space Agency.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN MISSION
REQUIREMENTS
In order to meet the communication constraints
associated with an interplanetary mission that requires a
high volume of scientific data to download, the Mars
Orbiter includes an X-Band communication High Gain
Antenna equipped with a 2 axis Antenna Pointing
Mechanism (APM). The steerable High Gain Antenna
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Assembly (HGA-A) provides high data rate capability
at a large distance to Earth (2.65 A.U.). Its APM allows
Earth communication with simultaneous science
recording during the science phase. This antenna is used
as a high data rate downlink in nominal phases, in safe
mode and after exit from Sun acquisition Mode.

characteristics are described in the following sections,
followed by a presentation of the qualification test
results. Finally, some lessons learned related to the
development and the qualifications of the mechanism
are presented at the end of this paper.

More specifically, the ExoMars 2016 mission is
composed of the launch phase, the 9 months cruise
towards the Red Planet. Then, the mission is followed
by an aerobraking phase lasting a year in the upper Mars
atmosphere before the dedicated 5 years science phase.
This science phase requires accurate pointing
performance from the HGA-A. From then on, due to the
specific S/C attitude on the circular orbit, the antenna is
mounted on a 2 axis APM to keep the antenna boresight
aligned towards Earth within .2 deg of total pointing
error. A total life of 2.8 million degrees of elevation
motion and 1.8 million degrees of azimuth motion is
imposed by the mission. This is driven by the Yaw
Steering attitude of the spacecraft counteracted by the 2axes motion of the High Gain antenna Motor so as to
maintain the HGA pointed to the Earth.

Figure 1. HGA Global View (without sunshield)

As mentioned above, other key design challenges
imposed by the mission are structural, thermal and
electrical. Indeed, one of the most thermally stringent
phases of the entire mission will be the aerobraking
phase. Even if the APM does not move in stowed
configuration, this phase induces high thermal flux on
the antenna at increasing frequency and duration as the
orbit circularizes. In this phase, the HGA cycles inside
and outside the Mars atmosphere to slow the speed of
the craft until the orbit is completely circular around the
planet.

Figure 2. Flight ExoMars APM under assembly

From a structural point view, the Ø2.2m antenna
geometry, when tilted, just squeezes between the Proton
fairing and the bus thrust tube. The tilt angle required
for the antenna main reflector was designed to suit the
height at which the antenna pointing mechanism
required to achieve the wide pointing domain of the
mission. To clear the bus structure, the APM elevation
actuator axis is located almost one meter above the
spacecraft (S/C) side panel. This APM location, so far
from the bus structure, created atypical dynamic and
thermal environments for the mechanism.
Finally, the maximum steady state power consumption
imposed by the Spacecraft Management Unit (SMU) to
command the actuator is 10 Watts and a maximum
current of 0.5 A for both phases. With a high antenna
inertia (52 kg·m²) and a high rallying speed (up to .5
deg/sec), it was a challenge to achieve the specified
ECSS motorization ratio with the low power delivered
by the Orbiter SMU. The SMU was also the interface
for the redundant optical encoders on both axes.
The antenna pointing mechanisms requirements and its

2. APM DESIGN OVERVIEW AND MAIN
CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 Design Overview
The selected configuration of the APM is azimuth over
elevation. The total travel capability of the APM is
140°AZ hardstop to hardstop and over 180°EL from
stowed position to hardstop. The fully redundant
actuators are 2 phase hybrid stepper motors with
auxiliary shaft and 160:1 gear ratio harmonic drive. The
main structural components of the assembly are made
from titanium to create a solid backbone for the
assembly, while the secondary components (such as
radiators, support brackets, MLI cage) are made from
aluminium to minimize the mass and optimize the
thermal coupling. Each axis is equipped with a 16 bit
redundant optical Encoder. A 4 layer clock spring style
cable cassette device carries the harness for the second
actuator, encoder, thermal control wires and hardware
grounds. In order to ground the second axis to the
moving payload, a redundant grounding device able to
accept the 140° rotation over the mission life was also
included. Finally, a pair of custom WR112 rotary joints
and flexible waveguides provide the means of
transferring the RF power through the two rotating axes
to the feed located at the center of the reflector. The
APM test performances achieved are summarized in the
following table:

Table 1. Summary of the main characteristics of the
ExoMars APM
Antenna Characteristics
Antenna Geometry
Center Fed with sub-reflector
Main Reflector Diameter 2200 mm
Sub Reflector Diameter
330 mm
Max RF Power Handling 70 Watts
APM Assembly Characteristics
Main Components

Redundant Rotary
Actuators (Stepper) (Qty:2)

Redundant Optical Encoder
(Qty:2)

Rotary Joint (Qty:2)

Redundant Cable Cassette
(Qty:1)

Holding Release
Mechanism (HRM) (Qty:1)

Grounding Device

Thermal Hardware (heater,
thermistors, MLI)

CFRP Tower Assembly
Configuration
Azimuth over elevation
APM Maximum Power 16.74 Watts
Consumption (without
heaters)
Maximum Speed
0.5625 deg/sec (0.2 deg/s
nominal)
Minimum Motion Range Elevation : -26 ° to 155 °
Azimuth : -70 ° to 70 °
Step size
0.01125 deg /step
Operational Temperature -23 to 83 ° C
Range (actuators)
Qualified
Output 5.931 X 106 degrees
Travelled
Maximum HGA Pointing 0.2 degrees (half cone)
Error
Mass (without pedestal)
17.5 kg

2.2 Rotary Actuator
The ExoMars APM includes two actuators supplied by
MOOG. Each actuator is composed of a redundant
hybrid 2 phase stepper motor and a 160:1 Harmonic
Drive component set. The actuator design is based on
the well-known “MOOG Type 3”, but with a hybrid
stepper motor in order to be compatible with the
electronics interface dedicated by the Orbiter SMU.
Despite increased risk of leaks from the RA, some
design changes to lubrications techniques were
implemented with the support of MOOG, allowing us to
achieve higher mechanism lifetime. Moreover, an
auxiliary shaft was inserted to the motor design
permitting the rotation of the actuator output to be
transmitted to the back of the motor. This auxiliary shaft
transmits output motion to the optical encoder though a
high angular stiffness flex coupling. This flex coupling
has been especially designed to support misalignment
and launch deformation without damaging the motor
bearing or causing a high displacement of the optical
encoder rotor glass disk.

The actuator is controlled through the SMU. Each
actuator can support the HGA rallying operation to a
rate of up to 0.5625 deg/sec with a resolution of .01125
degrees/step. Moreover, the maximum power
consumption of each actuator is 6.68 Watts when both
phase are powered. Finally, in order to increase the life
of the actuator, it has been decided to command the
actuators using microstepping (32 μsteps/step). The use
of microstepping also reduces the microvibration during
the steering of the high inertia antenna.
2.3 Position Sensor
The encoder is used to determine angular position of
each motor on each axis and is integrated on the back of
the actuator. This encoder, supplied by Codechamp, is a
16 bit, electrically redundant absolute optical device,
pancake, inner rotating type. The encoder housing is
made from titanium mainly to protect the electronics
components from deep space radiation. Each encoder
(prime and redundant) has an absolute output in RS-422
standard format. The principal characteristics of those
encoders are:
•
Resolution :16 bits (0.0055 deg/bit)
•
Maximum power consumption: 1.87 Watts
•
Nominal Power lines: +5V, +15 V and 0V
•
Titanium Housing
•
High Reliability Parts
Since the area around azimuth axis is narrow, a 2-Stage
PCB stack-up has been chosen to minimize the overall
diameter of the units. Each stack was linked through a
redundant flex PCB. Moreover, in order to adequately
control the air gap between the glass disks, a separable
superduplex contact angular ball bearing is integrated to
the encoder assembly by Codechamp.
In order to control the high temperature within the
encoder, the titanium housing is black painted, the PCBs
included additional copper layers to dissipate thermal
flux and the post between each PCB are used as thermal
path. Finally, the thermal flux from the encoders and the
rotary actuator are dissipated through external radiators.
2.4 Cable Cassette
The cable cassette is a standalone unit required to
provide power and control to the Azimuth axis electrical
components, which are all slaved to the Elevation
actuator movements. The basic principle relies on
contraction and relaxation of non-linear sets of
overlapping spirals contained in the cassette.
The cable cassette is divided in four different tight
tolerance stages (guiding spiral movements) in order to
separate prime and redundant lines, as well as signal and
power lines. It is composed of a single piece stator
(cable entries), a rotor (cable exits), a mix of
twisted/shielded 24 & 26 AWG wires (for a grand total
of 65 feet long cables) along with numerous shields and
grommets. The “static” cables enter from the exterior of
the cable cassette stator and are wound into the cable

cassette. The “dynamic” cables exit from the inner
cassette rotor. The cable entry and exits are secured to
cassette rotor and stator using aluminium clamps and
silicon-based grommets, ensuring relative displacement
of components is limited to cassette internal cavities.
Each cable is twisted and shielded in order to minimize
any cross-talk between digital signals and high power
commands. Moreover, with its four mechanically
separated stages, the power and command signals
(heater, actuator commands and encoder power) are
physically separated from the digital and analogue
signals (encoder signal and thermistors).
The EQM version (identical to the FM) successfully
underwent a campaign of 6 millions degrees in thermal
vaccuum without noticeable degradation of resistive
torque and component wear. With its high life capacity
(a similar MDA design has been used up to 70 millions
degrees travel), its compactness (1.82kg, OD of 192mm
and a thickness of 33 mm) and high angular range (up to
265 degrees of travel), this design developed for the
ExoMars application was an ideal solution.

Figure 3. Flight ExoMars APM Cable Cassette
2.5 Rotary Joint and waveguides
The mechanism also includes two rotary joints in Xband for the High Gain Antenna. Both rotary joints have
the same configuration and have been developed by
Spinner Gmbh. The rotary joints are made of
aluminium, mostly to reduce the overall mass of the
assembly. Also, in order to prevent any lube from
leaking out of the assembly or into the RF paths,
labyrinths and oils barrier have been added to the
design. The rotary joint achieved the following
performances:
 Frequency Range:
o Tx: 8370-8450 MHz
o Rx: 7140-7190 MHz
 Insertion Loss: <0.10 dB
 VSWR: <1.10
 Power Handling: > 70 Watts with 6 dB margin

The WR112 flexible waveguide is used to link the
Rotary Joint #1 and #2. The flexible Waveguide is about
220 mm long and is made of Beryllium Copper. Also,
the flexible waveguide allows decreasing the loads from
the rotating misalignment (wobbling effect) and the
difference in coefficient of thermal expansion, and
therefore, reducing the constraint on the rotary joint
main bearings. At the end, the displacements of the
flexible waveguide are very small (around 0.4 mm).
2.6 Mechanical Thermal Design
The various phases of the mission and the multiple
operational cases presented many thermal design
challenges. Among those critical phases, the
aerobraking phase induces high thermal flux on the
antenna at increasing frequency and duration as the orbit
circularizes. Custom thermal blankets were designed
and used around the critical area of the APM in order to
survive this stringent environment. The APM requires
active thermal control while the rest of the thermal
control hardware utilizes typical materials and
construction. Thermal radiators are located on each axis
to cool the mechanism since the APM will operate
through the complete science mission. The radiator on
the moving second axis is optimized to ensure a
controlled view factor over the entire 180° Elevation
travel angle while minimizing the thermal path,
minimizing mass and assuring clearance to the
surrounding hardware.
2.7 Mechanical Layout, APM Pedestal & HRM
Assembly
The complete APM is composed of more than 165 feet
of cable and 110 components (241 including fasteners
and bulk items), all packaged within less than a cubic
foot. Such a high number of parts in a confined space
lead to an extreme challenge regarding operational
dynamic clearances (less than 0.05 mm in some areas)
and thermal blankets layout.
A stiff tower construction of graphite honeycomb panels
with Kevlar core, was determined to be the best
compromise to mitigate the risk of dynamic coupling
between the APM and the spacecraft. With the reflector
and APM subsystem being linked through the boom and
fixed independently to the S/C, dynamic interactions
between the two subassemblies required attention. In
order to protect the main bearing of the APM during
launch, a fourth hold down release mechanism (HRM
“D”) was introduced attaching the boom to the graphite
APM support tower and thus decoupling the reflector
and APM dynamic behaviors. The HRM assembly
included a NEA Split-spool device and a bolt catcher
assembly. The separation plane also includes kick-off
springs because some of the separable surfaces of the
four HRM are far from the deployment rotary actuator
axis.

coupling and the cable cassette. Vehicle 2 was used to
qualify the flexible waveguide, the rotary joint and the
grounding device. This approach assured a better
control/monitoring on the unit under test while avoiding
testing a complete, expensive and complex QM APM.
Moreover, the separation of both vehicles allowed each
APM components to be assembled using worst case
alignment from a life point of view.
RA
Flex Coupling

Figure 4. Flight ExoMars APM on its composite tower
Cable Cassette

2.8 Grounding Strap
Axis 2 does not have a cable cassette, but still requires a
reliable grounding path between rotor and stator to
avoid grounding through the bearings. The grounding
device is located between the APM brackets #2 and the
APM Bracket #3. Basically, a prime and a redundant
grounding strap (made of beryllium copper) are
mounted in a mirror image fashion and roll between the
two moving parts, similar to how a printer cable would.
This design ensures adequate grounding between the
antenna reflector assembly (ARA) and APM axis #2
and, therefore, to the rest of the HGA-A assembly.
3. ANTENNA MECHANISM QUALIFICATION
3.1 Qualification Philosophy and Details
The complexity of the APM assembly and the high
number of sub-systems and sub-assemblies being
qualified all at once through a single life test have
contributed to making this qualification program
particularly ambitious. Many risk mitigation steps were
taken early in the design phase, including the production
of engineering models for some sub-assemblies, such as
the grounding strap and the cable cassette. These early
prototypes were submitted to ambient mechanical
cycling (for 33744 cycles over 6 millions degrees of
travel), which permitted the detection of potential
problems and the tweaking of the design prior to
qualification model manufacturing. Those engineering
prototypes have removed significant risks on critical
components early, and have allowed the team to refine
the design for the next development stage.
To further reduce risk and cost of the APM
qualification, it has been decided early in the program to
divide the various components under test into two
independent vehicle assemblies. Vehicle 1 was used to
qualify the rotary actuator, the encoder, the flexible

Encoder

Figure 5. EQM ExoMars APM, vehicle #1 prior life test
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Figure 6. EQM ExoMars APM, vehicle #2 prior life test
The two qualification vehicles were subjected to initial
performance tests and mechanical environment testing
(static
loading,
vibration,
shock)
separately.
Components present on the two axis were qualified
according to the most stringent level (shock, vibration
temperature, etc.) of their two locations. The thermal
cycling and life test was however performed on both
vehicles simultaneously in TVAC. Although both
vehicles were placed in the same chamber, the
temperature of each could be adjusted independently
with the use of locally placed heaters, while the vehicles
were radiatively shielded from one another. The TVAC
test included 12.5 thermal cycles. The first 8 cycles
constituted a thermal cycling test at temperature
extremes (between -28 deg C and 88 deg C for vehicle 1
and between -62 deg C and 104 deg C for vehicle 2),
while the life test itself was performed over the last 4.5
thermal cycles. During life test, mechanical cycling was
performed at various temperature plateaus (not just

temperature extremes) in order to mimic the flight
conditions as much as possible. Moreover, in order to
encompass typical mechanical use of the HGA in the
science phase, three different peak to peak mechanical
ranges of motion were tested. The ECSS duration
requirement was calculated for both the azimuth and
elevation axis. The highest number of test cycles
required was 33744 cycles (for the elevation axis),
while the highest number of required degrees travelled
was 5.93 x 106 (for the azimuth axis).
3.1 Life Test Representativity & Test Setup
In order to determine the accelerated life test rate in
TVAC, a lubrication regime analysis was performed for
every bearing included in the APM at different
temperatures [2]. Using Hamrock & Dowson (1977)
formula, it has been shown that the regimes of all
bearings rotating at output rate (rotary joint bearing,
optical encoder bearing, auxiliary shaft bearing) always
remain in boundary condition under normal operation.
Since effort and stress on the bearing in the boundary
regime should be theoretically equivalent no matter the
speed of the unit, the maximum rate of the accelerated
life test has been selected to stay within this regime. For
the input bearings (motor rotor bearing and wave
generator bearing), the lubrication regime varies more
between boundary and elastohydrodynamic regimes.
Even if an accelerated speed will have an impact on the
representativeness of the life test for those specific
bearings, this effect has been considered negligible
since the in-orbit loads were quite benign compared to
the bearing load rating. Therefore, based on this analysis
and on the maximum allowed output speed of the
actuator with a sine/cosine profile, the selected speed
for the life test was 1.0 deg/sec and it should represent
the worst loading scenario for output bearings. Even at
this accelerated speed, the entire life test was performed
over 120 days.
Loads applied over the full qualification were calculated
to be conservatively greater or equal to the load present
during mission life. Due to the motor configuration, as
RA#1 turns RA #2 will be subjected to radial loads and
bending moment at the output, while RA#1 will see the
torsional loads due to inertia and resistive torque.

Figure 8. Inertial Forces

The axial load at the RAs output is considered
negligible. The calculated radial load and bending
moment due to flight accelerations were also quite
small, and covered by the loads on the EQM RA in a 1g
environment due to the overhanging mass of the setup
itself. The resistive torque of the test setup (2.4Nm) was
higher by design than the estimated flight resistive
torque (1.1Nm) even using conservative assumptions.
The Inertial torque seen by the motor during
accelerations in life testing was the only load not
covered by the initial test setup design and had to be
taken into account. The inertia of the complete MGSE
chain had to be adjusted to yield the same torque at 89
motor pulse per second as the flight torque when under
20pps This was achieved by adding an inertia wheel.

Figure 7. MGSE Set-up for Rotary Actuator
Qualification
The Full MGSE used during functional and life testing
is schematically represented above. A ferrofluidic
coupling is used to transition from the vacuum chamber
to the ambient environment. Angular position is
monitored by an optical encoder close to the chamber
wall and torque data is recorded by an adjacent sensor.
The inertial wheel previously discussed provides the
required inertial torque during motor acceleration and
deceleration. Lastly, an MGSE motor provides torque
loads when required for functional tests. To avoid
excessive resistive torques during cycling and other
performance tests, the MGSE motor is only connected
during torque tests (running torque, powered and
unpowered holding torque). Similarly, when measuring
the angular output accuracy of the EQM RA, the only
MGSE instrument connected is the encoder, to avoid
angular error that might come from unnecessarily high
MGSE resistive torque and low stiffness.
One of the major problems encountered during life test
was the gradual degradation of the MGSE. The worst
effect of aging on the test setup was an increase in
resistive torque at the ferrofluidic coupling. Coupled
with the decrease of rotational stiffness of the RA drive
train at the end of life, the aging of the MGSE had a
non-negligible effect on the measurements obtained
during life testing. This issue physically translated into
artificially higher measured angular error, lower
measured running torque, higher measured holding
torques and higher measured threshold voltage at the
end of life.

Figure 9. Simplified System and MGSE Representation
3.2 Qualification Results
Both EQM vehicles successively underwent vibration,
shock and thermal testing prior to the beginning of the
life test.
The table below presents the different performance
results of vehicle 1 during the final functional test (postlife).
Table 2. Summary of the performance of vehicle #1
post-life*
Absolute Error
Displacement Error
Threshold Voltage
Running Torque
Powered Holding Torque
Unpowered Holding Torque
Motor Power Consumption
Encoder Power Consumption

.018 degrees
.021 degrees
4.8 V
36.8 Nm
45.2 Nm
11.3 Nm
5.5 W
.97 W

* values in the table are the worst values recorded, from
the 4 tests performed in each rotation direction for each
circuit (prime/redundant).
The graph below illustrates the vehicle 1 threshold
voltages (minimum voltage required by the EQM RA,
in full step profile, to initiate movement of the vehicle 1
assembly) recorded during the qualification campaign.
The flight RAs are commanded in current, by
microstepping, with 32 microsteps per step.
Unfortunately, due to driver limitation in the test set,
this threshold voltage test could not be performed with a
sinusoidal/microstepping current profile (the threshold
current was lower than driver capabilities, which would
have lead to a “pass/fail” test situation and yielded no
trend data). The initial threshold voltage measured was
below 4.2V, on both windings in both directions, while
the final tests yielded results closer to 4.5V. Two trends
can be noted here:

Figure 10. Threshold Voltage Results
- Firstly, the voltage varies in temperature,
following variations of winding resistance.
- During life test, the measured voltage
increased, due to an increase in MGSE torque. Once the
MGSE was uninstalled and realigned (before the final
test), the voltages value came back down to values
similar to pre-environmental results.
The running torque measured pre and post
environmental testing was between 35 and 40 Nm at
ambient. The most stringent requirement was that the
running torque must be above 28Nm at cold
temperature. During life testing, the running torque was
performed on the unit at a reduced current in order to
spare the motor from repeated and non-representative
high torque loads that occur during test, while still
giving an idea of the trend. A decreasing trend is visible,
and explained in large part by the MGSE resistive
torque that increased, leading to a bigger and bigger
difference between the torque registered by the sensor
and the effective torque at the unit’s output.

Figure 11. Running Torque Results
The angular accuracy of the vehicle 1 assembly was
measured at various points throughout test. The UUT
was commanded a sequence of movements including
ranging from 0.9 to 9.9 degrees, including changes of
direction, and that movement sequence was repeated 4

times. This allowed verification of the accuracy of open
loop positioning commands, the repeatability of results
and the quality/source/type of the errors. The absolute
error is the difference between the commanded position
and the encoder position. The displacement error is the
error in the distance travelled between the commanded
travel and the travelled distance as recorded by the
encoder. The position was measured by the EQM
encoder outside TVAC, and verified by the EQM
encoder included in the vehicle 1 assembly. Due to the
configuration of the test setup, results from the MGSE
encoder are far less precise than the EQM encoder.
Furthermore, during life test, the accuracy error
gradually increased, due to the combined effect of
MGSE resistive torque increase, and reduced stiffness
of the EQM drive train over time. The effect was most
observable on the MGSE encoder, but was also present
on the EQM encoder. Post-life functional results
(performed after the MGSE has been disassembled and
realigned) as well as tests performed on the CMM
(when no torsional load is applied) yielded results
within acceptable limits.

Also, as a second lesson learned, this HGA development
showed that any improvement to the mechanism
lifetime shall be planned and implemented as early as
possible in the program. The selection of the
microstepping to command the actuators and the
optimization of the tribological components design
inside the APM (lubrication type, surface preparation,
temperature control, etc.) were key elements to the
success of the QM APM life test.
Although the focus of a program is generally on the
flight equipment, the MGSE should never be
underestimated. In our case, the test equipment became
a major problem during life test..
The capabilities and the flexibility of the Antenna
Pointing Mechanism Electronics (APME) is an intrinsic
element of success in the mechanism development. For
ExoMars HGA-A, the SMU was the electronic interface
for the actuators and the optical encoders. The capacity
of the SMU to provide command with microstepping
and to modulate its signal using different duty cycles
allowed more flexibility in the design of the APM.
5. CONCLUSION

Figure 12. Output Accuracy Results
4. LESSONS LEARNED
Throughout the development and qualification phases,
many lessons (technical and programmatic) were
learned. First, one of the main lessons learned during
this program is the difficulty of packaging every
component in a very tight space while minimizing the
mass of the assembly and minimizing the loads passing
through critical components. For example, the
positioning of the optical encoder at the output of the
actuators appeared quickly as a dead end from a
structural point of view. From there, the idea to position
it at the back of the actuators became an optimal
solution. The same applies with the implementation of
the 4th HRM at the exit of the azimuth axis. This 4th
HRM decreases significantly the load applied on the
whole APM during launch, and thus, reduced the use of
high stiffness bracketry. From then on, a good
knowledge of each selected component and their
maximum loading capabilities is without a doubt an
advantage early in the design.

Based on MDA’s extensive heritage of antenna pointing
mechanisms for communication satellites, a wide-range
cost-effective APM meeting the need of the High Gain
Antenna requirements was developed and qualified for
the ExoMars Program. In the end, the APM was
qualified within only 6 months of testing and survived
the stringent requirements of ExoMars mission, from
the launch phase through the science phase. The
successful qualification shows that the selected design
will survive its entire life of almost 6 million output
travelled degrees without major functionality
degradation on components. Finally, many lessons
learned from this experience on the ExoMars HGA will
apply to the development of future antenna pointing
mechanism assemblies dedicated to deep space
exploration missions.
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